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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HALLMARKS

The Performance ManagementSystem is simultaneouslya management concept, process,
approach, style and system. The hallmarks of each facet of this model are as follows:

Management Concept

1. Clear goals precede all management effort.

2. Examples of this concept include:

a. Moses seeking "the promised land. "
b. Koran quote: "If you don't know where you are going, any road will get you there."
c. GM: Sloan's use of production quotas
d. NCR: Patterson's use of sales quotas
e. IBM: Watson's use of marketing via "Service"
f. Standard Oil: Teagle's use of a comprehensive management system including:

1) clear production quotas
2) decentralization
3) "open" management information
4) management development

Management Process

1. Basically Management By Objectives (MBO).
2. Emphasis on Management ... a process; not Objectives ... simply quantifying the desired

results.
3. Emphasis on linking organizational and individual results; the process of managing energy

by jointly determining at each "boss-subordinate" level what will be accomplished, by
whom, by when and within what policy parameters.

4. Emphasis on linking work team members and different work teams by placing them in a
common forum (or forums) for determining common objectives, priorities and necessary
coordination.

5. This is a people process ... not a paper process. Keep paper trails to a minimum and focus
on common visions, objectives, integration/coordination and working agreements. This is
a management process ... not an administration process.

6. To be effective, the process must be continuous (usually tied to the fiscal cycle) and
reiterative.

7. It is a feedback-based process whereby constant, timely and useful feedback is provided to
decision makers at all levels allowing necessary changes.
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Management Approach

1. Simplicity.
2. Flexibility.
3. Results oriented. Emphasis on clarity concerning what is to be achieved leaving how to

those accountable for the results.
4. Emphasis on accountability at the individual, team, and organization levels.

Management Style

1. Focus on task and relationship dimensions of leadership and management.
2. Highly interactive; high degree of participation by people at all levels in:

a. objective setting
b. decision making
c. problem solving
d. organization change

3. Situational.
4. Emphasis on intrinsic motivation. People want to do a good job for the most part and this

style of management seeks to allow them maximum opportunity to do as well as they
can... and assist them in further development.

Management System

1. Total organization view:
a. The company as an "open system" subject to external stimuli and in need of great

adaptability to prosper;
b. The company seen as a set of interdependent parts where success is determined by

effective integration and mutual support.
2. Functional trade-offs are required. We can't maximize the effectiveness of one

organization element at the expense of others and this system provides the forums and
techniques for making such trade-offs for the good of the whole.

3. This is also a system for allocating resources to those agreed upon objectives where such
resource allocation decisions, subject to review and necessary change, form the basis for
interdependent planning.

4. This system is "top-down" since only the most senior managers can make the most
fundamental decisions on which the system is based. Extensive use is made of
information obtained in a "bottom up" approach.

5. The entire system, linking all people in the company in a results-oriented, accountability-
based, highly participative way takes from 3 to 5 years to develop and refine to maximum
effectiveness. It is a long-term effort. ..and worth the time and effort to make it work.
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